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Dear Chairman Rafferty and distinguished members of the Senate Transportation Committee: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment today. My name is Brent Skorup and I am a research fellow in the Tech
nology Policy Program at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University. My colleagues and I have examined 
the policy issues surrounding autonomous vehicles,1 and my comments here offer a brief summary of our findings. 
Preliminary estimates suggest that seemingly minor regulatory delays on the mass deployment of highly automated 
vehicles (HA Vs) have dire social effects.: Overly cautious regulation is the primary policy risk and should be avoided. 

The speed at which HAVs moved from DARPA-funded prize contests in the desert to picking up passengers on the 
winding streets of Pittsburgh has been remarkable. The US Department of Transportation's release ofits much
anticipated guidelines signals that the public and state lawmakers need to prepare for wide use ofHAVs.3 There 
are fortuitous advances in wireless technology and sensor technology that will make possible mass adoption of 
HAVs in our lifetimes. 
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For the realization of mass HA Vuse, US roadways need to be retrofitted and adapted for HA Vs. Just as lawmakers 
and city planners started laying asphalt, )nstalling streetlights and speed limits, and zoning property to accom
modate Henry Ford's cars, so also do roadways, infrastructure, and laws need to be designed with HAVs in mind. 

It's welcome news that the state of Pennsylvania permits HAVs on its public roads. Proactive policies will help 
technology and auto companies test and develop HA Vs. Legislative trailblazing in this area has its risks. Pennsyl· 
vania lawmakers should ensure that its HA V registration requirements and regulations are easily understood and 
that compliance is practical. A lega1 regime for HAVs that is prescriptive, vague, or burdensome will delay HAV 
development-and the immense social benefits ofHAVadoption-perhaps indefinitely. 

SOCIAL BENEFITS OF RAPID HAV ADOPTION 

Much of the excitement and investment driving HAV development is the potential to save lives and prevent seri
ous injuries. In a typical year, over 35,000 Americans die in auto accidents and millions are injured.~ Hopefully 
someday soon HAVs will eliminate the nearly one-third of auto deaths involving alcohol-impaired drivers.5-

But HAVs will have benefits beyond safety. HAVs potentially improve many aspects of modern life. They reduce 
traffic, emissions,6 and urban sprawl, and they save millions of households from purchasing an expensive, depre
ciating asset-a car. A recent University of Texas study estimates that a single shared autonomous vehicle could 
replace around 11 privately owned vehicles.7 

Liability insurance will likely change, and likely for the better. Thirty million drivers in the United States lack car 
insurance' and millions more are underinsured. It appears likely that liability (and insurance premiums) will shift 
from individuals to HAV companies as HAVs deploy.' This will reduce many social costs- like increased insurance 
claims and higher premiums-caused by uninsured and underinsured drivers.10 

HAVs will improve quality of life for drivers who don't have (or shouldn't have) a driver's license. Drivers without 
a license are a problem across the country and strain local court systems. Judge Elizabeth A. Kobly of Youngstown. 
Ohio, Municipal Court, for instance, reports that "The No.1 crime in the city of Youngstown is people driving with
out a license, absolutely without a doubt."11 Many populations-the elderly, the disabled, and those with suspended or 
revoked licenses-are natural customers for HA Vs in rural and suburban areas where public transportation is minimal. 

CONCLUSION 

As my coUeague Adam Thierer and his coauthor Ryan Hagemann recommend, HAV experimentation and itera
tive deployments should be aUowed.12 Regulatory compliance should be predictable and the laws should be clear. 
Vague requirements or prescriptive laws requiring near-perfect HA V performance could delay HA Vs for years. 
Policy should focus less on preventing rare, worst-case scenarios and more on enabling the widespread, best-case 
scenarios-here, life-saving deployment of HAVs to the general public. 

We at the Mercatus Center look forward to being a continued resource for the committee in this important policy area. 
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